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Measuring Manufacturing Yield for Gold Bumping
Processes Under Dynamic Variance Change

W. L. Pearn, Y. T. Tai, and W. L. Chiang

Abstract—Recently, the technology of gold bumping has become
more popular due to high demand for LCD driver ICs. The re-
quirement of higher resolution application, however, will increase
the difficulties for manufacturing the gold bumps due to their high
pin counts. For gold bumping processes, bump height is one of the
key parameters to control process yield. In reality, some inevitable
process variations and shifts regarding the bump height may occur
under dynamic manufacturing environment. Conventionally, man-
ufacturing yield for gold bumping processes is calculated under the
assumption that the processes are stable. In practice, however, the
processes are dynamic, particularly, in the operation of Au-plating
in gold bumping factories. To obtain accurate measure of the man-
ufacturing yield, we present a capability index method for man-
ufacturing yield calculation with dynamic variance change con-
siderations. Using this method, the magnitude of the undetected
variance change, which is function of the detection power of the
� chart, is incorporated into the adjusted calculation of manu-

facturing yield. The detection powers of the � chart under var-
ious subgroup sizes are tabulated. For illustration purposes, a real
application in a gold bumping factory which is located in the Sci-
ence-based Industrial Park in Hsinchu, Taiwan, is presented.

Index Terms—Gold bumping, dynamic variance change, manu-
facturing stability control, manufacturing yield.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH increasing demand on higher resolution display
in portable devices, such as mobile phones, personal

digital assistants (PDAs), and digital cameras, the demand of
precision process on display-related components have become
more and more critical. Take TFT-LCD driver ICs for exam-
ples, the driver ICs of HVGA (Half Video Graphics Array,
320 RGB 480) resolution need 1440 pads on OLB (outer lead
bonding) side and around 200 pads on ILB (inner lead bonding)
side. Totally, it has 1640 pads in limited space, as depicted in
Fig. 1. Therefore, in contrast with the conventional package
technology, the chip-on-glass (COG) process has been devel-
oped to mount the driver ICs upon the glass substrates directly.
The key technology of driver ICs mounting on a glass substrate
is through the thermal compression method [1]. In the thermal
compression process, it needs precise height of gold bump to
achieve high resolution display. In the case of some pads with
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Fig. 1. Diagram of a driver IC.

un-uniform gold bump heights should induce malfunction of
display. Hence, to control the process stability for bump height,
we provide an accurate measurement of manufacturing yield
for the essential parameter in the gold bumping process.

In the gold bumping process, bump height is the height be-
tween the top of bump and the top of pad. As mentioned above,
bump height is one of the critical parameters to control process
yield. Choi et al. [2] mentioned that the bump height variation
was an important factor since it increased the probability of the
open failure. To avoid the results of uneven bump height, process
engineers involved in gold bumping shop floors should con-
trol the process parameter carefully. However, some inevitable
process variations and shifts exist in the dynamic manufacturing
environment. The variations or shifts may arise from equip-
ments, human, and manufacturing processes. Conventionally,
practitioners usually employ charts to monitor the manufac-
turing stability and apply capability indices to evaluate the man-
ufacturing yield and establish the relationship between the ac-
tual performance and the manufacturing specifications.

Unfortunately, a chart will not detect every movement in the
process mean and variance [3]. Furthermore, a basic assumption
for the calculation of manufacturing yield applying typical capa-
bility indices is that the process is stable. However, no process is
ever truly stable, especially in the dynamic gold bumping man-
ufacturing process. For this reason, an approach for measuring
manufacturing yield with dynamic variance change considera-
tions is provided in this paper. The calculation of yield under
dynamic conditions increases the accuracy of yield and further
helps those practitioners to obtain a more precise evaluation for
the manufacturing stability and yield control.

This paper is organized as follows. The yield control problem
for the gold bumping process is first identified in Section II.
Then, Section III provides a capability index method for cal-
culating manufacturing yield under the dynamic environment.
In Section IV, to demonstrate the applicability of the method of
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Fig. 2. Gold bump process flow.

yield calculation, we consider two real-world applications taken
from a gold bumping factory which is located in the Science-
based Industrial Park in Hsinchu, Taiwan. Finally, Section V
provides the conclusions.

II. GOLD BUMPING MANUFACTURING YIELD PROBLEM

Recently, the technology of gold bumping has become
more popular due to high demand for LCD driver ICs. Gold
bumping utilizes thin film deposition, photolithography, and
electroplating processes to form gold bumps on pads. Gen-
erally, the detailed process of gold bumping involves eight
major operations: 1) RF clean; 2) TiW/Au sputter; 3) photo
resist (PR) coating; 4) photo process; 5) Au plating; 6) PR
stripping; 7) Au/TiW etching; and 8) thermal anneal, as shown
in Fig. 2. In operation 1, after the RF cleaning process, the flux
residues on the surface of un-sawed wafers should be removed.
For operation 2 and 3, TiW/Au is sputtered on the wafer and
photo resist is also coated. In operation 4, the photolithography
process, after UV exposure, the pattern is formed. Next, in
operation 5, Au is plated on the area where PR is not covered.
Furthermore, in operation 6 and 7, the PR is stripped and
Au/TiW is etched, respectively. Finally, in operation 8, through
the thermal anneal, the hardness of gold bump can be decided.

The gold bumping manufacturing is very essential process
that affects the production yield of the COG interconnection
technology. In gold bumping factories, process yield is currently
defined as the percentage of processed product unit passing in-
spection. That is, the product characteristic must fall within the
manufacturing tolerance. However, the requirements of higher

Fig. 3. Bump cross section configuration.

resolution applications will increase the difficulties of manufac-
turing the gold bumps due to their high pin counts. In the case
of HVGA (Half Video Graphics Array, 320 RGB 480) resolu-
tion, it needs 1640 pads in a same chip, including 1440 pads on
OLB side and 200 pads on ILB side, typically. Any pad of these
1640 pads with shorter or higher bump height would induce
open failure while mounting the driver IC onto a glass substrate.
Hence, to obtain a satisfactory yield on gold bumping process,
the parameter of bump height is a key factor and should be
well-controlled. The bump cross section configuration is shown
as Fig. 3.

However, the control of the parameter of bump height is com-
plicated due to three critical reasons, which are addressed as fol-
lows. First, due to increasing cost of gold, the specification of
bump height has been requested to become shorter than before.
Owing to the limitations of equipment for the gold bumping
process, it is more difficult to control the variation of bump
height while shrinking it. Second, in the operation of Au-plating,
it is hard to control the deposit rate while forming the gold
bumps on a 200-mm wafer. The deposit rate in the wafer center
may be different from the rate in the wafer edge which results
in the variation of bump height. It becomes more serious while
gold bumps should be formed on a 300-mm wafer. Thirdly, due
to past experience of gold bumping process, the hard bumps can
increase the probability of anisotropic conductive film (ACF)
conductive particles being fractured. After ACF is fractured,
it becomes conductive to connect IC pads with ITO-electrode
on glass [4]. However, the variation of bump height may easily
arise from hard bumps. A higher bump in a chip may block an-
other shorter bump to be connected with ITO-electrode on glass.
Hence, controlling the parameter of bump height becomes im-
portant in the common COG mounting process.

III. CAPABILITY INDEX APPROACH FOR CALCULATING

THE MANUFACTURING YIELD

Process yield has been the most basic and common criterion
used in the manufacturing industry for measuring process per-
formance. Due to fiercer competition in the global TFT-LCD in-
dustry, the manufacturing yield of gold bumping processes de-
mands very low fraction of defectives, normally measured by
parts per million (ppm) or parts per billion (ppb). Consequently,
the accuracy of calculating manufacturing yield becomes essen-
tial; as it could provide feedback to engineers on what actions
need to take for manufacturing yield control and improvement.
If the process parameter is out of control and detected, some im-
provement actions must be initiated immediately.

For gold bumping manufacturing, the product characteristic
must fall within the specification tolerance. For nonconforming
product units, additional costs would incur for scrapping or
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TABLE I
NONCONFORMING UNITS IN PPM VERSUS CAPABILITY INDEX

repairing. However, conforming product units are accepted
without these additional rework costs. During the last decade,
capability index has been widely used to measure man-
ufacturing yield in gold bumping factories but assuming that
the process is under stable condition. However, the deposit
rate in the operation of Au-plating and the hardness of bump
significantly affect the stability of the gold bumping process.
That is, the manufacturing process is dynamic and the process
variance of bump height could change. In this paper, we present
a capability index approach under dynamic variance change
conditions for calculating the manufacturing yield.

A. Gold Bumping Yield Calculation Under Stable Condition

Capability index is originally proposed by Kane [7],
which is defined as ,
where and are the upper and lower specification
limits, respectively; is the process mean and represents
the process standard deviation. Applying the capability
index requires that the process is under stable condition and
the manufacturing yield measure is based on the assumption
that the process output follows normal distribution [8]. Table I
displays various commonly used capability requirements and
the corresponding process yields associated with NCPPM
(non-conformities in parts per million).

B. Gold Bumping Yield Calculation Under Dynamic Condition

Due to the process limitation regarding the deposit rate in the
operation of Au-plating and the requirement of hard bump, the
process variance of bump height often change and the manu-
facturing condition is under such dynamic environment. Con-
sequently, to measure the manufacturing yield more accurately,
the variance change of bump height must be considered. Bothe
[3] investigated normally distributed processes with dynamic
mean shift. Hsu et al. [9] investigated the problem when man-
ufacturing data follows Gamma distributions. To date, no re-
search has been conducted on calculating the manufacturing
yield under the condition with dynamic variance change. Incor-
rect manufacturing yield calculation misleads the practitioners
to overestimate the performance of their manufacturing pro-
cesses. To consider and incorporate the process variance change,
we propose a modified yield calculation method to handle the
dynamic variance change problem.

In the shop floor of gold bumping, to control the manufac-
turing stability, the chart, which is introduced by Shewhart
[10], is usually employed to monitor the process center and

TABLE II
DETECTION POWER OF THE � CHART FOR NORMALLY DISTRIBUTED

PROCESSES WITH VARIOUS SAMPLE SUBGROUP SIZES

spread. However, using the chart, small change of variance
is rather difficult to be detected due to the limitation of its detec-
tion power. Unfortunately, the variance change does affect the
calculation of the gold bumping manufacturing yield which is
an essential criterion related to the process control. We first in-
vestigate the detection power of the chart. We then propose a
modified yield calculation method to incorporate the magnitude
of the undetected small variance change.

1) Detection Power of Chart for Manufacturing Stability
Control: Steps for calculating the probabilities for catching dif-
ferent size of variance change for various sample subgroup sizes

of the chart are presented in the following.
Step 1) Calculate the control limit of the chart.

The upper control limit is
, the center

line is , and lower control limit is
, where

and denote the 0.00135
and 0.99865 percentage points of the chi-square
distribution with degrees of freedom, noting
that the is the average sample variance obtained
from the analysis of preliminary data.

Step 2) Calculate the detection power for the chart.
If changes to another value (variance change),
the probability of detecting this change (detection
power) can be calculated as follows:

Detection power

where denotes the sampling distribution of the sample vari-
ance and is the new standard deviation after the variance
change ( is the standard deviation of the original process).

Table II displays the detection power for various magnitude
of variance change for normal process with various sample sub-
group sizes . For the chart with sample sub-
group size , when the variance change size is greater than

, it has about 66.1% chance to detect the change. However,
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Fig. 4. Power curves of � chart for sample subgroup sizes 10, 15, and 20.

TABLE III
�� VALUES OF � CHART FOR VARIOUS SAMPLE SUBGROUP SIZES

the chance of catching a variance change would decrease
to 21.1%. Such low probabilities indicate that small changes of
variance may not be detected.

Fig. 4 plots the probabilities displayed in Table II, with each
curve for a different sample subgroup size. Those power curves
portray the chances of detecting different size of changes in
variance change (expressed in units on the horizontal axis).
We note that for very small variance change, the power curves
are close to zero (low detection power). On the other hand, the
three detection power curves leveling off close to 100% when
the size of the variance changes exceed . The horizontal
line in Fig. 4 shows that there is a 50% chance of not catching a

change in variance when is 20, and missing the catch
of change when is 10.

To circumvent the undetected variance change causing the in-
correct manufacturing yield calculation, is introduced.
The notation is the magnitude of variance change we
need to accommodate based on the designated detection power.
We develop a Matlab program to compute the by set-
ting the desired detection power and the sample subgroup size

. In general, are the subgroups size commonly
used in the industry. We set the detection power and

. The magnitude of computed based on the
chart is displayed in Table III. From Table III, we can see that

changes in smaller than would likely be missed.
Therefore, would be the marginal size of the undetected vari-
ance change we should accommodate.

2) Manufacturing Yield Calculation: Since variance
change ranging from 0 up to cannot be detected
by the chart and overestimation of the manufacturing yield
may give incorrect feedback to the process control, the

optimal approach is to simply accommodate any variance
change no greater than . When yield is calculated
via the capability index under dynamic environment, the

must be incorporated into the capability assess-
ment formula. Consequently, the new capability formula
can be rewritten as

. Using the new formula, the
calculation of manufacturing yield will be more accurate.
The more accurate manufacturing yield, therefore, can be
expressed as

.

C. Discussions and Extensions

In the previous section, we present the more accurate yield
calculation to circumvent the undetected variance change based
on various designated detection power of the chart assuming
the data come from normally distributed data. However, in some
gold bumping factories, chart is also employed for the man-
ufacturing stability control. Further, in many cases, data come
from general distributions rather than the normal distribution.
In the following, we discuss two extensions to deal with those
problems.

1) Using Chart for Manufacturing Stability Control:
Setting up and operating the charts requires the same
steps as those for the chart, except that for each sample
we must calculate the sample standard deviation and

. In the first step, the control limits are
constructed. Since the statistic is an unbiased estimator
of , the parameters of the chart would be ,
center line is , and , where the constants

and .
In the second step, we calculate the detection power for the
chart.

If the variance changes from value to another value ,
the probability of detecting this change (detection power) can
be expressed as follows:

Detection power

where denotes the probability density function of the
sample standard deviation and is the standard deviation after
variance change ( is the standard deviation of the original
process).

We also develop a Matlab program to compute the
by setting the desired detection power and the sample subgroup
size . We set the detection power and ,
the magnitude of based on the chart is displayed in
Table IV. From Table IV, we see that when the detection power
is set to 0.5 and is 15, the value of is equal to 1.610.

2) Manufacturing Yield for Generally Distributed Processes:
Cases of generally distributed processes sometimes may also
occur in gold bumping factories. Rinne [11] mentioned that
Weibull distribution, together with the normal, exponential, ,
, and distributions, are the most popular models in modern
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TABLE IV
�� VALUES OF � CHART FOR VARIOUS SAMPLE SUBGROUP SIZES

statistics. A Weibull distribution can cover a wide class of gen-
eral applications. This distribution is utmost interest not only
to theory-orientated statisticians because of its great number of
special features but also to practitioners because of its ability to
fit the data from various fields. For this reason, we consider the
capability index method for the yield calculation under variance
change with Weibull-distributed gold bumping data.

It should be pointed out that the explicit close forms regarding
the probabilities of detecting variance change using the chart
are rather complicated for Weibull-distributed data. To avoid
overestimating process capability, we suggest the power of the

chart for Weibull-distributed data based on the and
be obtained using the simulation technique. The Type II

error is

where is the detection power of the process,
is the empirical cumulative distribution function (CDF) of
the sample variance from the Weibull distribution with new
changed variance, and is the standard deviation after process
change ( is the standard deviation of the original process).
The control limits and are calculated as
and , respectively. For the yield calculation,
is incorporated into the calculation and the corresponding yield
can be obtained. We particularly note that it can be proved,
mathematically, that the calculation of would not be
affected by the scale parameter of the Weibull distribution. We
also note that for Weibull-distributed gold bumping processes,
the dynamic manufacturing yield formula becomes

where , , and are the percentile points of
the CDF of the Weibull-distributed gold bumping process.

IV. GOLD BUMPING MANUFACTURING YIELD CALCULATION

In this section, we consider two real-world applications taken
from a gold bumping factory located in the Science-based Indus-
trial Park at Hsinchu, Taiwan, to demonstrate the applicability
of the proposed method. For the example investigated, we con-
sider the product type of HV7850B, which belongs to HVGA
(320 RGB 480) product series. As mentioned above, there

Fig. 5. Testing sites in one wafer and one die.

TABLE V
THE 100 INSPECTION DATA OF BUMP HEIGHT (UNIT: �m)

are thousands of pads in the same chip, the pin counts are so
high that it is necessary to monitor the manufacturing stability
of the bump height. The inspection data are commonly collected
from the shop floor. Generally, they are obtained from specific
slot numbers of wafers in one lot, specific die sites in one wafer,
and specific bump sites in one die via some designate sampling
plans. In the gold bumping factory, it has typically 25 pieces
of wafers in a lot. Each wafer has its corresponding number
ranging from 01 to 25. Five die sites are inspected on a wafer at
the location of top, center, bottom, left, and right, which is de-
picted as Fig. 5. Further, four bump sites are checked on one die
where their corresponding sites are referred to as Top-L, Top-R,
Down-L, and Down-R, respectively.

To illustrate the use of the capability index to measure process
yield under variance change, we present two cases which are
randomly sampled from the inspected data in the shop floor.
Table V displays the 100 inspection data of the bump height
in the first case for HV7850B. The is used as the unit for the
specification of bump height.

The specifications on bump height for the HV7850B product
are 14, 12, and 10 m for , Target, and , respectively.
Fig. 6 shows that the plotted points fall approximately along a
straight line which implies that the distribution of observations
of the bump height can be said as normally distributed. Further-
more, Fig. 7 indicates the shape of the histogram, which also in-
dicates that the distribution of the bump height is approximately
normal distribution. Therefore, we could consider the applica-
tion of case for normal distributions and use the formulas
developed for the normal distributions.

The parameters and of this case could be cal-
culated from the historical data, giving
and . Conventionally, is calculated
as

under the assumption of stable
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Fig. 6. Normal probability plot of the historical data.

Fig. 7. Histogram plot of the historical data.

variance. Using the dynamic formula to cover undetected
change in variance; however, the calculation of capability
would be different ( of the chart is 1.466 when

). The dynamic is calculated in the following:

Dynamic

The value of the dynamic reflects the real situations
more closely due to the consideration of the variance change.
Obviously, when the sample subgroup size is increased,
a change in has a higher probability to be detected. For
example, if is 30, the value of would be 1.421
and dynamic

. Changing the sample sub-
group size from 25 to 30 increases the value of dynamic
index value from 1.331 to 1.373. The values of corresponding
manufacturing yields are 99.993% and 99.996% when
and , respectively.

For the other case, the calculated parameters and of size
100 with normally distributed data are and

. The calculated value of the conventional is 2.041. If
the is incorporated and the dynamic formula is ap-
plied, the values of the dynamic index are 1.392 and 1.437
and the values of production yield are 99.997% and 99.999%
for sample subgroup size and , respectively.
In the conventional capability index method, the industrial ap-
plications do not consider variance change, and consequently,
the manufacturing yields would be overestimated. Using our
method, the yield can be calculated more accurately.

V. CONCLUSION

The gold bumping manufacturing is an essential process that
affects the production yield of the COG interconnection tech-
nology. To produce high-resolution portable products, the re-
quirement of high pin count IC chips would increase the diffi-
culties of manufacturing the gold bumps due to high demand
on uniformity. In gold bumping factories, bump height is a crit-
ical parameter for maintaining high-level of the manufacturing
yield. The basic assumptions of all conventional methods have
ignored the fact that the variance of bump height may change.
Incorrect calculation of the manufacturing yield would lead to
overestimate their stringent requirement on the manufacturing
yields. In this paper, we presented a capability index method
to calculate the manufacturing yield incorporating the factor of
variance change. To demonstrate the applicability of the pro-
posed calculation method, we considered two real-world gold
bumping shop floor applications taken from the factory located
in the Science-based Industrial Park at Hsinchu, Taiwan. The
computational results showed that changing the sample sub-
group sizes , different values of capability indices would be
obtained. Consequently, the corresponding more accurate man-
ufacturing yields can be obtained. The proposed manufacturing
yield calculation based on the capability index method under dy-
namic variance change could be used as a reference point for ob-
taining the realistic process performance. The results obtained
could also help the practitioners to make more reliable decisions
on what actions need to take in controlling their gold bumping
manufacturing processes.
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